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Abstract—Advances in computer vision have brought us to the point where we have the ability to synthesise realistic fake content.
Such approaches are seen as a source of disinformation and mistrust, and pose serious concerns to governments around the world.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) demonstrate encouraging results when detecting fake images that arise from the specific type
of manipulation they are trained on. However, this success has not transitioned to unseen manipulation types, resulting in a significant
gap in the line-of-defense. We propose a Hierarchical Memory Network (HMN) architecture, which is able to successfully detect faked
faces by utilising knowledge stored in neural memories as well as visual cues to reason about the perceived face and anticipate its
future semantic embeddings. This renders a generalisable face tampering detection framework. Experimental results demonstrate the
proposed approach achieves superior performance for fake and fraudulent face detection compared to the state-of-the-art.
Index Terms—Neural Memory Networks, Fake and Fraudulent Face Detection, Image and Video Forensics.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
W ITH social media becoming a primary source of in-formation for many people, and with more than
100 million hours of video content watched daily [1], fake
news has quickly risen as a significant threat to society and
democracy. As demonstrated by the DeepFake app [2], the
effortless and seamless nature of synthesising realistic fake
content could have a crucial impact on people’s lives and
severely undermine the trust in digital media [3], [4]. In ad-
dition, for different kinds of applications such as biometric-
based authentication [5], [6] filtering out forged images and
videos is a prominent issue [3].
While deep neural networks [1], [3], [7], [8] have at-
tained striking levels of accuracy when detecting certain
types of image tampering attacks, their performance is
often disappointing when presented with images or videos
with unseen manipulation methods [9], [10]. It is observed
that the underlying neural network can quickly overfit to
a specific artefact left by the tampering method observed
during training [10], and thus methods lack transferability.
Furthermore, methods for image tampering detection are
not directly transferable to videos due to artefacts and qual-
ity loss resulting from the video compression. As such, there
exists a critical need for automated systems which capture
the fundamentals of video and image content tampering,
and have the ability to generalise to different manipulation
attacks.
In this paper, we propose a deep learning framework
to detect fake and fraudulent faces in images and video
which is motivated by the social perception [11] and social
• T. Fernando, C. Fookes, S.Denman and S. Sridharan are with Image
and Video Research Lab, SAIVT, Queensland University of Technology,
Australia.
cognition [12] processes in the human brain. Recent neuro-
scientific research [13], [14] has reported that humans try to
predict the observed person’s mental state through visual
cues such as their facial expression and by utilising specific
knowledge stored in the observer’s memories. Furthermore,
the authors of [14] conclude that during this prediction pro-
cess, the lack of social presence and social attributes cause
the uncanny valley effect [13] in the brain when humans
view computer generated and tampered media. Inspired by
the uncanny valley effect of the human brain, we propose a
deep learning framework for detecting fake and fraudulent
faces where we predict the semantic embeddings of the
future face state, enforcing the model to learn the social
context of the perceived face. However, we also know the
human brain is far from infallible for such a task as it does
fail to detect cases of sophisticated tampering and synthetic
face generation. To combat this, we also leverage the success
of multi-task learning to jointly predict if a face is real or
fake, along with the prediction of the future face state. The
final detector, while inspired by human cognition, does not
directly replicate the process of humans. This results in a
highly effective approach to detect face and fraudulent faces
which is also generalisable to unseen manipulation types.
We exploit Neural Memory Networks (NMNs) to fa-
cilitate the above two tasks by mapping long-term depen-
dencies in the data domain. Current state-of-the-art NMNs
such as the Neural Turing Machine (NTM) [15] and Tree
Memory Networks (TMNs) [16] have demonstrated encour-
aging results when the models are required to maintain ad-
ditional capacity to recover long-term dependencies. How-
ever, through proper comparative illustrations and evalua-
tions we clearly demonstrate that the current state-of-the-
arts do not optimally map these long-term dependencies
due to architectural deficiencies and propose a novel Hier-
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archical Memory Network (HMN) architecture to overcome
these limitations.
In addition, as there doesn’t exist an optimal, off the shelf
loss function for joint learning of the fake face detection and
future semantic embedding anticipation tasks, we propose
an adversarial learning platform to automatically learn a
loss function that considers both tasks.
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Fig. 1: Proposed Hierarchical Memory Network (HMN)
framework for tampered face detection and future face
semantic embedding prediction: In the input module visual
facial features are extracted through a pre-trained ResNet
[17]. The extracted embeddings are rearranged in a sequence
and passed it through a bi-directional GRU [18] to map
their relationships. Input level attention is then employed
to extract informative embeddings, deriving a vector to
query the memory. The memory module outputs infor-
mation regarding the authenticity of the face region and
it’s future behaviour. In the learning process we utilise a
discriminator network which either receives ground truth
CNN semantic embeddings ∆ frames ahead, or synthesised
semantic embeddings from the memory output, from which
it learns to classify the embeddings are real or fake. The
future semantic predictor tries to fool the discriminator in
the process, and this adversarial loss is coupled with a fake
face classification loss to form the complete objective of the
HMN.
An overview of the proposed framework is presented
in Fig. 1. Given an input image of a face, we first ex-
tract an embedding that captures facial semantics using
a ResNet [17] model pre-trained on ImageNet [19]. This
semantic embedding is used to query the memory. The
memory output is used for two tasks: (i) for classification
of the authenticity of the face; and (ii) the prediction of a
future face semantic embedding. Facilitating the adversarial
learning framework, the predicted semantic embeddings are
passed through a discriminator. During offline training, the
discriminator receives either a predicted or a ground truth
future embedding, alongside the same input frame as the
generator, and learns to classify real embeddings from fake.
This training process requires pairs of face images and their
representation at future time-steps. For testing, it can be
applied to authenticate either images or videos.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
employing NMNs in the context of multimedia forensics
as well as the first work attempting multi-task learning of
NMNs through adversarial training. To this end we make
the following contributions:
• We propose a method to detect tampered face im-
ages that is inspired by the human social cognition
process, and uses joint learning to predict the future
face state, supporting the primary tampered media
detection task.
• We propose a novel neural memory architecture for
hierarchal semantic embedding propagation and pre-
diction.
• We introduce an adversarial learning paradigm to
train the memory architecture where the model
learns a task specific loss for both fake face classi-
fication and future semantic generation tasks.
• We perform extensive evaluations on the proposed
network using multiple public benchmarks where
we outperform baseline methods by a substantial
margin, especially for unseen tampering categories.
• We analyse what is being activated in the proposed
hierarchical memory models during learning and
interpret the learning process.
Considering the critical need for a fully automated sys-
tem for the detection of fake, fraudulent, and tampered
faces, we demonstrate the proposed system on its pri-
mary application of face tampering detection. However, its
applications are not constrained to this domain and the
framework is directly applicable to any machine learning
setting which requires the hierarchical capture of long-term
dependencies.
2 RELATED WORK
Related work within the scope of this paper can be cate-
gorised into human social perception and cognition (Sec.
2.1), face manipulation techniques (Sec. 2.2), face manipu-
lation detection techniques (Sec. 2.3), and memory architec-
tures (Sec. 2.4).
2.1 Human Social Perception and Cognition
Recent neuroscientific research [13], [14] has investigated
human brain activities related to the uncanny valley [13]
effect, where humans report an “eerie feeling” when ob-
serving faces which lack natural attributes like emotions.
Their observations suggest a two-stage process in human
face cognition. In the first phase, the visual input is matched
to a face template which is denoted by strong activities
in dedicated areas of the visual cortex (i.e occipital face
area [20] and fusiform face area [21]). In the second phase,
they detected a subsequent activation as the observed face
is evaluated for social perception. Most interestingly, they
conclude that the observed face region is evaluated by infer-
ring the state of the observed person’s mind [13]. Through
visual cues such as facial expression and by utilising specific
knowledge stored in observer’s memories, humans try to
understand the observed person’s mental state (e.g. he or
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she is is angry). Subsequently, through a human’s natural
social cognition processes, they build a theory about that
particular person and their emotions (e.g. why is he or she
angry?). Most importantly these processes are applied even
if the observed face is not familiar to the perceiver. In such
cases, the inferences are indexed based on visual cues in
their semantic memory for later use [14]. In addition, [14]
illustrates that computer generated and tampered media
generates the uncanny valley effect due to the lack of social
presence and social attributes. In the proposed work we ex-
ploit this aspects of human social perception and cognition
process. However, instead of directly replicating the two
phase process of humans, we utilise the recent advances in
machine learning to automatically detect fake and fraudu-
lent faces, which are designed to fool the humans.
2.2 Face Manipulation Techniques
From one of the first attempts reported in Dale et. al [22]
video face replacement has rapidly advanced. In [23] the
authors investigated methods to preserve expressions while
replacing faces. The method of [24] uses 3D face capture to
match the mouth movements between the actors and the
dubber.
One of the most notable methods among video face re-
placement techniques is DeepFake [2] which aims to replace
a face in an input image with a target face. The core idea be-
hind the DeepFake generation is to train two auto-encoders,
with a common encoder, in parallel [1]. The goal of the auto-
encoders is to represent the input image with a reduced
number of parameters and output an approximation of the
original input.
At test time using the shared encoder and the decoder of
B one can generate a mapping from inputA to a synthesised
image B. During encoding, the encoder is expected to seg-
regate fundamental facial attributes from other information
such as the background. Hence during decoding, the de-
coder should map these facts to the target face considering
its contextual information.
The Face2Face [25] method transfers facial expressions
from an input to a target frame. The technique first recon-
structs and tracks the input source and target faces through
a dense tracking system. Then using the expression transla-
tion mechanism proposed in [25] the authors translate the
expressions of the source face to the target face.
In a different line of work the authors in [26] propose
an image-to-image translation where they learned a map-
ping between the faces from computer graphics and real
face images. Suwaganakorn et. al [27] propose a mapping
between audio and lip movements and Averbuch-Elor et. al
[28] propose a system to bring portraits to life.
Considering the recent success of GANs for synthesising
realistic content, numerous such methods have been pro-
posed to alter face images. For instance, in [29], [30] authors
propose to alter face attributes including age, moustaches
and smiling. A method to improve the image quality of
the synthesised content is proposed in [31]. Most recently,
Karras et. al [32] propose a GAN based face generator which
learns to alter high level facial attributes such as pose and
identity, as well as the stochastic variation of features such
as freckles and hair in the synthesised content.
These techniques have demonstrated their superior abil-
ity to generate realistic-looking faces. However, the authors
in [1] showed that the synthesised faces from DeepFake
lack the expressiveness of real examples. Furthermore, con-
sidering the results presented in [3], [25], we observe that
the process introduces unnatural attributes to different face
regions. Hence, the proposed future face semantic predic-
tion based framework facilitates an ideal platform to learn a
conditional distribution to segregate examples that contain
those manipulations from those that do not.
2.3 Face Manipulation Detection Techniques
There exist several CNN based methods to detect image
manipulations. For instance, in [7] the authors introduce a
novel predictive kernel to detect pixels that deviate from the
logical local structural relationships in the neighbourhood.
The kernel first predicts the pixel value of the centre pixel in
the given window and subtracts the actual pixel value to get
the prediction error. These prediction errors are propagated
to subsequent layers. Quan et. al [33] proposed the use of 3D
convolutional kernels to learn discriminative features and
separate natural images from computer generated graphics.
In a different line of work Li et. al [34] proposed a method
to detect fake video content by solely utilising eye blink
patterns. They show that real video content contains a
unique eye blinking pattern which fake content lacks. In [9]
the authors investigate the efficiency of capsule networks
for fake content detection.
However, as shown in [10], CNN based methods tend to
overfit to a particular type of artefact, limiting the applica-
bility of these methods for general biometric and security
applications. Furthermore, reenactment techniques do not
carry the artefacts of blinking patterns as they generally
tamper with the nose and mouth regions. Hence, the gen-
eral applicability of [34] is questionable. The authors in
[35] exploit both spatial and temporal information through
utilising a recurrent convolutional model.
A method that considers transferability in face forgery
detection is presented in [10]. They consider an encoder-
decoder framework and explicitly force the encoder to learn
two separate encoding spaces for real and fake images. As a
result, the total loss of their system is the combination of this
classification loss and the reconstruction loss of the decoder.
In a different line of work researchers and have inves-
tigated the possibility of utilising inconsistency between
the claimed camera parameters and the characteristics of
perspective distortion [36] and illumination conditions [37]
to determine the integrity of input images. A multi-task
learning paradigm is proposed in [38] where the authors
combine the fake face classification task together with the
segmentation of manipulated regions. The authors designed
the network to share information between the tasks, how-
ever they did not observe a significant performance im-
provement from the joint learning of both tasks.
2.4 Memory Architectures
With the tremendous success achieved by recurrent neural
networks such as Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) [39]
networks and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [18], numerous
works have employed what are termed “memory modules”.
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Memory modules are expected to store important facts
and map long-term dependencies when questioned with a
particular input. However, experiments conducted in [16],
[40] demonstrated that the memory modules in LSTMs and
GRUs only map relationships within an input sequence, and
disregard dependencies between different inputs.
Memory (M t-1)
Input ControllerOutput Controller
Update Controller
Input
ftqtzt
rt
Fig. 2: Overview of an external memory which is composed
of input, output and update controllers. The input controller
determines what facts within the input are used to query
the memory. The output controller determines what portion
of the memory is passed as output. Finally the update
controller updates the memory and propagates it to the next
time step.
This motivates the need for external memory compo-
nents. Fig. 2 depicts the basic structure of a memory module.
First, the input, f , is passed through an input controller
which encodes the input and generates a query, q, to
question the memory. The memory receives this query and
using the facts stored in the current memory state, M t−1, it
synthesises the memory output, zt, which is passed through
an output controller to generate the memory output, rt. The
process finishes by updating the memory and propagating
it to the next time step using an update controller. The
update controller uses the current timestep’s input f t and
the memory output zt to generate the next memory state,
M t.
The use of external an memory is gaining traction in nu-
merous domains, including language modelling [41], visual
question answering [42], [43], trajectory prediction [16], [44]
and reinforcement learning [45], [46]. In the seminal work of
[15], Graves et. al proposed a Neural Turing Machine (NTM)
which uses this concept of an external memory to achieve
superior results when recalling long-term dependencies and
improved the generalisability of the learned representation,
compared to conventional deep learned models like LSTMs.
However, even with the augmented capacity offered by
a memory network, the flat memory structure of [15], [41],
[42], [43], [47], [48], [49] hinders the ability of the network
to determine and exploit the long-term dependencies stored
in memory. This structure ignores important historical be-
haviour which occurs only over long time periods, and
is regularly observed in applications such as aircraft and
pedestrian trajectory modelling [16], [44].
Authors in [16], [44] demonstrated the value of a hierar-
chical memory structure over a flat structure when gener-
ating inferences. However, we observe multiple deficiencies
in those architectures which restrict their utility for the face
manipulation detection task. Firstly, even though the tree
memory architectures of [16], [44] are inherently hierarchi-
cal, they compress the information. In this process, no atten-
tion is paid to the current query. Hierarchical information
compression is useful when extracting informative content
from a myriad of facts stored in the memory, however, we
speculate that different facts are informative under different
contexts; and the hierarchical operation acts as a bottleneck
for information flow.
Secondly, the tree structure mixes semantics from differ-
ent input embeddings in the hierarchy. Hence, it is ineffec-
tive for faces as attributes from different faces should remain
separate. In contrast, we propose a hierarchical memory
architecture which preserves the identity of individual facts
stored in the memory and effectively attends to those
facts through a hierarchical attention mechanism to retrieve
query specific information.
3 HIERARCHICAL MEMORY NETWORK MODULE
The proposed Hierarchical Memory Network (HMN) fol-
lows a completely different approach to the current state-
of-the-art face manipulation detection techniques such as
[3], [10], [35], [37], [38]. We utilise NMNs to produce long-
term dependency mappings regarding the basic attributes
of the observed face. Furthermore, in contrast to [15], [16],
[41], [42], [43], [44] the proposed memory addressing mech-
anism preserves the identity of individual facts stored in
the memory, and effectively attends to those facts through a
hierarchical attention mechanism to retrieve query specific
information.
The overall architecture of the proposed HMN consists
of an input module, an input level attention layer, and a
memory module. These components are described in the
following subsections.
3.1 Input Module
ResNet 14
14
256
Fig. 3: Visual Feature Extraction: We utilise a ResNet [17]
CNN pre-trained on ImageNet [19] as our visual feature
extractor, and extract features from the “Activation-85” layer
with an output size of 14× 14× 256.
We extract features from input images using a pre-
trained ResNet model trained on ImageNet. During pre-
processing the input image is resized to 224 × 224 and we
extract features from the “Activation-85” layer which has an
output dimensionality, d = 14× 14× 256. Hence, as shown
in Fig. 3, the output has 14 × 14 = 196 local patches, each
containing 256 features. The layer for feature extraction is
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evaluated experimentally, and this experiment is presented
in Sec. 6.3.
Formally, let the input face image f t at time step t
contain k ∈ [1,K] patches. We summarise the information
from neighbouring patches using a bidirectional GRU [43].
In the forward pass,
−→
f t , of the GRU it reads f t from patches
1 to K while in the backward pass,
←−
f t , it reads from K to 1
using,
−→
f tk = GRUfwd(f
t
k,
−−→
f tk−1),←−
f tk = GRUbwd(f
t
k,
←−−
f tk+1),
(1)
and concatenates the forward and backward vectors to
generate a summary of the patch k,
←→
f tk = [
−→
f tk;
←−
f tk]. (2)
3.2 Input Level Attention
Crucially, not all patches contribute equally when repre-
senting the salient attributes of a face. Hence, we utilise
an attention mechanism that learns to pay varying levels
of attention to patches when aggregating local patches into
a single query vector, qt. Specifically, we pass the encoded
patches of the input image through a single layer MLP [50]
and obtain a representation, vk using,
vtk = tanh(Wf
←→
f tk + bf ), (3)
where Wf and bf are the weight and bias of the MLP. Then
we measure the importance of the current patch, f tk using
the similarity of vtk with a patch level context vector, vf .
Following [51] we randomly initialise this context vector
and jointly learn it during training. The similarity score
values are then normalised using a softmax function,
βtk =
exp([vtk]
>vf )∑
k exp([v
t
k]
>vf )
, (4)
generating a query vector to summarise the input image,
qt =
∑
k
βtk
←→
f tk . (5)
3.3 Memory Module
The proposed hierarchical memory module is illustrated in
Fig. 4. Let the memory module, M t−1, at time t − 1 hold
L face embeddings, Ii, where i ∈ [1, L] and each image
contains K patches, where pi,k is the kth patch of image i.
3.3.1 Patch Level Attention
Following Sec. 3.2 we summarise each patch of an image
that resides in the memory using,
−→pi,k = GRUfwd(pi,k,−−−→pi,k−1),←−pi,k = GRUbwd(pi,k,←−−−pi,k+1),←→pi,k = [−→pi,k;←−pi,k].
(6)
Motivated by [43], in order to measure the similarity
between pi,k that resides in memory and the input image
patch f tk, we first generate an augmented vector by multi-
plying the patches of Ii with the equivalent patch in f t, and
1: for each i ∈ L do
2: for each k ∈ K do
3: xi,k = [
←→pi,k· f tk; |←→pi,k − f tk|]
4: end for
5: end for
concatenating this with the absolute difference between the
patches,
Then we employ attention to determine the informative
patches,
ui,k = tanh(Wxxi,k + bx),
αi,k =
exp([ui,k]
>ux)∑
k exp([ui,k]
>ux)
,
ρi =
∑
k
αi,kxi,k,
(7)
where Wx and bx are the weights and bias of a seperate sin-
gle layer MLP [52], ux is a context vector which is randomly
initialised and jointly learned during the training process,
and αi,k are the normalised score values quantifying the
similarity between patch f tk of the current input image
and patch, pi,k, of the image, Ii, that resides in memory.
Drawing similarities to the way the human brain operates,
this process measures how the attributes are similar with
respect to past experiences.
3.3.2 Memory Output
We apply another level of encoding with attention to sum-
marise the similarity at the image level. Specifically,
−→ρi = GRUfwd(ρi,−−→ρi−1),←−ρi = GRUbwd(ρi,←−−ρi+1),←→ρi = [−→ρi ;←−ρi ].
(8)
Then we generate an augmented context vector using
multiple interactions between the memory content and the
query vector, qt, such that,
zi = [
←→ρi · qt;←→ρi · rt−1; |←→ρi − qt|];∀i ∈ L, (9)
where rt−1 is the memory output at time step t − 1. Now
the output of the memory read operation rt at time step t
can be generated by,
oi = tanh(Wzzi + bz),
γi =
exp([oi]
>oz)∑
k exp([oi]
>oz)
,
rt =
∑
k
γizi,
(10)
3.3.3 Memory Update
In the update procedure we directly append the current in-
put, f t, to the previous memory state, M t−1, and propagate
the memory to the next time step using,
M t = [M t−12:L ; f
t]. (11)
where we remove the oldest entry when appending a
new embedding, maintaining a constant size.
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Memory Level 
Attention
Fig. 4: Hierarchical Memory Module: Memory at time t − 1 holds L image embeddings (shown in the pink bounding
box), each containing K image patches (shown in blue). In the first level (patch level) we utilise attention, α, which is
computed over the incoming embedding (shown in green), to quantify the significance of each patch to the current query.
In the second level of attention we attend to the memory content at the image level and extract informative components
for decision making. Extracted information is propagated via the memory output, rt, at time instant t. The overall memory
output level attention, γi where i = [1..L], is a function of both the input embedding and the embeddings stored in
memory.
3.3.4 Fake Face Classification and Future Face Semantic
Embedding Regression
When performing the input face classification, yˆt, (i.e real or
manipulated face) we directly pass the memory output, rt,
through a single layer MLP,
yˆt = sotmax(Wyr
t + by). (12)
For the generation of future face patches we need to
synthesise a sequence of K patches. When decoding this
information from the memory output, rt, we apply the
same strategy that we applied when encoding the patch
information into a vector representation. Specifically,
−→
htk = GRUfwd(h
t
k,
−−→
htk−1),←−
htk = GRUbwd(h
t
k,
←−−
htk+1),←→
htk = [
−→
hk;
←−
hk],
(13)
where ht0 = r
t. Then the relavant future face embeddings
are predicted by,
ηˆtk = Relu(Wη
←→
htk + bη). (14)
4 MODEL LEARNING
It is tedious to hand engineer a loss for future face embed-
ding prediction. Hence, motivated by the ability of GANs
to seamlessly learn a task-specific loss function in numerous
domains [31], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], we employ a genera-
tive adversarial framework.
GANs are comprised of two components, a Generator,
G, and a Discriminator, D, where they partake in a two
player game. Utilising a random noise vector, zt, G tries to
synthesise realistic future face embeddings, ηˆt and tries to
fool D. The discriminator tries to discriminate the synthe-
sised future face embeddings, ηˆt, from real examples, ηt.
Hence the loss of this process is not hand engineered and
the framework learns a custom loss for the task at hand.
This objective can be written as,
V = min
G
max
D
E(logD(ηt)) + E(log(1−D(G(zt)))). (15)
However, in this framework G randomly synthesises
future face embeddings without considering any informa-
tion regarding the current state of the system. Hence, we
draw our inspiration from a variant of GANs called the
conditional GAN [58], where G learns a conditional map-
ping from a random noise vector, zt, and current memory
output, rt, to an output, ηˆt: G(zt, rt)→ ηˆt. This augmented
objective, Vˇ , can be written as,
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Vˇ = min
G
max
D
E(logD(rt, ηt))+ E(log(1−D(rt, G(zt, rt)))).
(16)
We couple the objective in Eq. 16 with the fake face
classification loss, allowing the model to jointly learn an
objective that considers both tasks. In addition to this, and
following common practice in the GAN literature [53], [54],
[58] we add an L2 regularisation of the synthesised future
embeddings to encourage G to generate realistic future
embeddings. Our final objective, V ∗, can be defined as,
V ∗ = Vˇ + log(yˆt) +
∑
k
||ηtk − ηˆtk||2. (17)
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section we provide the implementation details of the
proposed architecture and apply it to detect digital forgeries
in three widely used public benchmarks.
5.1 Datasets
5.1.1 FaceForensics Dataset
The FaceForensics dataset [3] was collected from YouTube.
Videos are a resolution of at least 480p and are tagged with
“face”,“newscaster” or “newsprogram”. For the generation
of tampered faces the authors utilise the Face2Face method
[25] between two randomly chosen videos. The dataset
contains 704 videos for training (364,256 images), 150 videos
for validation (76,309 images), and 150 videos for testing
(78,562 images).
5.1.2 FaceForensics++ dataset
This dataset [59] is an extended version of FaceForensics and
contains face manipulations from FaceSwap [60] and Deep-
Fakes [2]. FaceSwap [60] is a light weight editing tool which
copies the face region from one image to another using face
maker positions. The original videos are taken from youtube
and manually screened to remove occlusions. The dataset
consists of 1,000 original videos and 3,000 manipulated
videos (1,000 for each category) from Face2Face, FaceSwap
and DeepFake methods. Similar to [59] we select 720 videos
for training, 140 for validation and 140 for testing.
5.1.3 FakeFace in the Wild (FFW) Dataset
The FFW dataset [61] is constructed using a set of public
videos from YouTube, and contains a wide array of fake
content generated through computer graphics, GANs, man-
ual and automatic tampering techniques, and their combi-
nations. Therefore, it provides an ideal setting to evaluate
the generalisability of the proposed methodology under a
diverse set of manipulations. Videos have a variable dura-
tion from 2-74 seconds and have at least 480p resolution.
In addition to these 150 forged videos, the FFW dataset
contains 150 real face videos from FaceForensics [3].
5.2 Implementation Details
Following [1], we applied the Viola-Jones face detector
[62] to detect faces. We extract every 20th frame and the
respective frame 15 frames ahead as the input-output pair
for the future frame prediction task. To balance the dataset,
frames are selected for extraction such that an equal number
of samples are extracted from each video. For all the GRUs
we set the hidden state dimension to 300. Values for hyper-
parameters memory length, L = 200; and the number of
patches, K = 196; are evaluated experimentally and these
experiments are presented in Sec. 6.3. Furthermore, in Sec.
6.3 we evaluate the effect of the distance between the input-
output pair on the fake face classification and future fame
prediction accuracies.
For comparisons we utilise three baseline memory mod-
ules in our evaluations, Neural Turing Machine (NTM)
[15], the Dynamic Memory Network (DMN) [43] and Tree
Memory Network (TMN) [16]. For fair comparison we train
these methods using the same ResNet features utilised by
the proposed method and we set the LSTM hidden state
dimension of the NTM, DMN and TMN modules to 300
and memory lengths to 200. The extraction depth of the
TMN is evaluated experimentally and is set to 3. We train
these memories to directly classify the input image using
supervised learning and binary cross entropy loss.
5.3 Face Reenactment Detection Using FaceForensics
Dataset
The ability of the proposed method to detect facial reen-
actments is measured using the FaceForensics dataset [3].
We strictly adhere to the author’s guidelines when pre-
processing the data and used the same training, testing and
validation splits as [3]. Following [9], we report the classi-
fication results in terms of video and frame level accuracy.
Video level classifications are obtained by aggregating frame
level predictions over the entire video and obtaining the
most voted class label.
TABLE 1: Evaluation of facial reenactment detection at the
video and frame levels on the FaceForensics dataset [3]
(higher is better). Current state-of-the-art methods for fake
face detection are shown with a pink background, baseline
memory models are shown with a blue background and the
proposed HMN method is shown with a white background.
Accuracy for different compression levelsLevel Method 0 (None) 23 (Light) 40 (Strong)
Meso-4 [1] - 95.30 -
MesoInception-4 [1] - 95.30 -
CapsuleForensics [9] 99.30 98.00 82.00
CapsuleForensics- Noise [9] 99.30 96.00 83.30
NTM [15] 78.30 73.20 73.90
DMN [43] 81.50 80.10 75.50
Tree Memory [16] 85.40 83.20 80.10
Video
HMN 99.95 99.61 96.34
Meso-4 [1] 94.60 92.40 83.20
MesoInception-4 [1] 96.80 93.40 81.30
Nguyen et al. [63] 98.80 96.10 76.40
CapsuleForensics [9] 99.13 97.13 81.20
CapsuleForensics- Noise [9] 99.37 96.50 81.00
Zhou et al [64] 99.93 96.00 86.83
Rossler et al. [3] 99.93 98.13 87.81
NTM [15] 81.54 75.19 72.28
DMN [43] 82.41 78.61 76.53
Tree Memory [16] 85.45 82.53 80.50
Frame
HMN 99.97 99.65 96.51
Facial reenactment detection evaluations on FaceForen-
sics [3] at the video and frame level are presented in
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Tab. 1. When analysing the results it is clear that baseline
system performance degrades significantly when the video
compression level increases. This ratifies the observations
presented in [10], [61] where the authors speculate that
when the compression level increases the specific artefact
that the system is focusing on degrades in clarity and
significance. Hence, when the visual clarity degrades the
CNN based tampered face detection systems such as Meso-
4 [1], CapsuleForensics [9], Rossler et al. [3], and Nguyen
et al. [63] fail. For instance, in Tab. 1, for Rossler et al. [3]
we observe a 12.12% degradation of performance between
no-compression and strong-compression classes. In contrast,
the performance degradation between no-compression and
strong-compression classes for the memory based models
is not that significant. Even though the baseline DMN and
TMN architectures fail to attain satisfactory performance
due to there inheritant architectural deficiencies in memory
structure, the performance difference between the compres-
sion classes is approximately 5%. We speculate from these
results that our memory based models, which are compar-
ing and contrasting the similarities between the observed
facts stored in the memory, are not merely focusing on a
specific artefact in the observed images (eg: compression
artefacts) but mapping the overall structure of the face and
the long-term dependencies between examples.
Comparing the NTM, DMN and TMN memory archi-
tectures with the proposed memory architecture, we ob-
serve that they fail to achieve satisfactory performance due
to inherit deficiencies. We speculate that the flat memory
structure of NTM and DMN fails to propagate useful infor-
mation to the output, while the TMN mixes the embeddings
from different historical observations, making it difficult to
discriminate the faces. In the proposed HMN model we
rectify these deficiencies and further augment the perfor-
mance through the joint learning of the future embeddings.
Through evaluations in Sec. 6.1.2 and 6.2 we demonstrate
that the two tasks complement each other.
5.4 Evaluations against different manipulation types
using FaceForensics++
We evaluate the robustness of the proposed method to
different state-of-the-art face manipulation techniques using
FaceForensics++. In Tab. 2 we compare the accuracies of the
systems when trained on all manipulation types together.
TABLE 2: Evaluation against different manipulation types
at the frame level on the FaceForensics++ dataset [59]
(higher is better). Current state-of-the-art methods for fake
face detection are shown with a pink background, baseline
memory models are shown with a blue background and the
proposed HMN method is shown with a white background.
Method Accuracy for different compression levels
0 (None) 23 (Light) 40 (Strong)
MesoInception-4 [1] 96.51 85.51 75.65
ResNet [17] 88.24 81.10 62.15
Cozzolino et al. [65] 98.56 79.56 56.38
Xception [66] 99.41 97.53 85.49
NTM [15] 78.32 74.24 72.40
DMN [43] 80.25 75.23 73.04
Tree Memory [16] 82.13 78.33 73.14
HMN 99.43 98.65 97.02
Similar to the evaluations on the FaceForensics dataset
(Sec. 5.3) we observe that the performance of the baselines
degrades rapidly with the increase in compression; while
the proposed method achieves consistent accuracy between
the none, light and strong compression categories regardless
of the additional DeepFake and FaceSwap manipulation
categories.
Tab. 3 reports the accuracies for models trained on
FaceForensics presented in Sec. 5.3 (i.e trained only using
Face2Face manipulation technique) tested with the unseen
DeepFake and FaceSwap manipulation types. Following
[38] we use light compression videos (quantisation = 23)
for this experiment and reported accuracies are at the image
level.
TABLE 3: Evaluation against unseen manipulation types at
the frame level on the FaceForensics++ dataset [59] using
the model trained in Sec. 5.3 (higher is better). Current state-
of-the-art methods for fake face detection are shown with
a pink background, baseline memory models are shown
with a blue background and the proposed HMN method
is shown with a white background.
AccuracyMethod DeepFake FaceSwap
ResNet [17] 43.10 38.19
Xception [66] 55.12 50.38
Cozzolino et al. [65] 62.61 52.29
Nguyen et al. [38] 52.32 54.07
NTM [15] 50.45 46.35
DMN [43] 50.92 47.13
TMN [16] 51.34 48.19
HMN 84.12 86.53
When analysing the results in Tab. 3 it is clear that all
baseline methods struggle to cope with the unseen attacks.
The Xception [66] model that achieves commendable accu-
racy with the known attacks presented in Tab. 2 struggles to
generalise to unknown attacks as the method is focusing
on specific artefacts in the training data that are left by
the process that creates the fake face, and not learning a
generalisable representation that segregates the two classes.
In contrast, the performance gap for the memory based
systems under seen and unseen attack types is considerably
lower. This clearly demonstrates the importance of long-
term dependency modelling using memory architectures
that can be use to discriminate between fake and real faces.
5.5 Detecting Unknown Attacks using FakeFace in the
Wild (FFW) Dataset
Following the recommendation in [61] we measure the
classification accuracy in terms of Equal Error Rates (EER),
Attack Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER) [1]
and Bonafide Presentation Classification Error Rate (BPCER)
[1] under three evaluation settings: (i) TestSet-I where there
are 1,500 real face and 1,500 fake face images tampered
with known attacks; (ii) TestSet-II with 1,500 real and 1,500
fake face samples with unknown attacks; and (iii) TestSet-
III which is comprised of 1,776 real and 1,576 fake faces
generated using the FaceSwap and SwapMe applications
proposed by [64].
Following [61] we perform comparative evaluations
with respect to the widely used texture based LBP [67]
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TABLE 4: Performance on known fake faces from TestSet-I
of FFW [61]. We report APCER, BPCER and EER [1] as per-
formance metrics, (lower values are better). Current state-
of-the-art methods for fake face detection are shown with
a pink background, baseline memory models are shown
with a blue background and the proposed HMN method
is shown with a white background.
Method APCER BPCER EER
LBP [67] 3.80 2.87 3.33
AlexNet [68] 7.80 1.73 3.73
VGG19 [69] 2.47 0.47 1.40
ResNet50 [17] 2.27 0.47 1.40
Xception [66] 2.47 0.13 1.07
Inception [70] 0.67 0.47 0.53
Meso-4 [1] 0.61 0.59 0.56
MesoInception-4 [1] 0.55 0.56 0.53
NTM [15] 1.55 0.48 1.98
DMN [43] 1.44 0.42 1.98
Tree Memory [16] 1.53 0.23 1.51
HMN 0.12 0.09 0.10
TABLE 5: Performance on unknown fake faces from TestSet-
II of FFW [61]. We report APCER, BPCER and EER [1] as per-
formance metrics, (lower values are better). Current state-
of-the-art methods for fake face detection are shown with
a pink background, baseline memory models are shown
with a blue background and the proposed HMN method
is shown with a white background.
Method APCER BPCER EER
LBP [67] 89.00 2.87 48.73
AlexNet [68] 91.47 1.73 32.13
VGG19 [69] 90.73 0.47 29.40
ResNet50 [17] 89.53 0.47 30.33
Xception [66] 93.20 0.13 26.87
Inception [70] 91.93 0.47 27.47
Meso-4 [1] 93.90 1.05 31.13
MesoInception-4 [1] 93.71 0.89 29.10
NTM [15] 93.59 2.94 43.5
DMN [43] 93.12 2.92 42.1
Tree Memory [16] 88.62 1.31 34.10
HMN 49.95 0.12 12.51
TABLE 6: Performance on unknown fake faces from TestSet-
III of FFW [61]. We report APCER, BPCER and EER [1]
as performance metrics, (lower values are better). Current
state-of-the-art methods for fake face detection are shown
with a pink background, baseline memory models are
shown with a blue background and the proposed HMN
method is shown with a white background.
Method APCER BPCER EER
LBP [67] 90.16 3.43 46.06
AlexNet [68] 94.04 5.01 43.03
VGG19 [69] 97.27 2.31 44.93
ResNet50 [17] 89.40 8.22 43.79
Xception [66] 93.15 3.43 40.99
Inception [70] 71.64 22.58 46.39
Meso-4 [1] 75.34 12.13 45.12
MesoInception-4 [1] 73.51 10.12 43.10
NTM [15] 83.45 14.93 48.80
DMN [43] 83.42 14.95 46.12
Tree Memory [16] 79.09 10.15 43.72
HMN 44.89 1.51 14.12
method, and state-of-the-art CNN architectures, AlexNet
[68], VGG19 [69], ResNet50 [17], Xception [66], and
GoogleLetNet/InceptionV3 [70], and the popular MesoNet-
4 and MesoInception-4 [1] due to the public availability of
their implementations. 1
When comparing Tab. 5 and 6 with the results presented
in Tab. 4 it is clear that the performance of all the baseline
systems in terms of APCER and EER drops significantly
showing the lack of transferability of the baseline systems.
For instance, we observe lower APCER for Meso-4 [1] and
MesoInception-4 [1] architectures, compared to Inception
[70] in Tab. 4, but comparatively higher APCER in Tab. 5 and
6. This clearly demonstrate that the state-of-the-art methods
for fake face classification models are focusing on specific
artefacts in the training data that are left by the process that
creates the fake face, limiting their applicability.
Considering the performance of the memory architec-
tures, the worst performance observed is for the NTM model
highlighting the inadequacy of a flat memory structure
for propagating long-term semantic relationships. A slight
performance boost is observed through the introduction
of a tree-structured memory, however, due to the mixing
of semantics between different embeddings that reside in
the memory, this method fails to effectively learn to dis-
criminate fake images from real. However, the performance
degradation between seen and unseen attacks (in terms of
APCER) is comparatively low compared to CNN based
systems such as GoogleLetNet/InceptionV3 [70], and the
popular MesoNet-4 and MesoInception-4 [1], supporting the
notion that the long term dependency modelling of memory
networks improves performance. Focusing on these proper-
ties, the proposed HMN method, by building theories about
the observed face in terms of their appearance and their
anticipated behaviour, has successfully gained an insight
into the fundamentals of real human faces, allowing it to
successfully discriminate real examples from fake.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Ablation Study
6.1.1 Importance of Hierarchical Attention
In order to evaluate the contribution of hierarchical attention
within the proposed framework we conducted a series of
ablation experiments where we remove attention at the
input level (β) (see Sec. 3.2), path level (α) (see Sec. 3.3.1) and
memory output level (γ) (see Sec 3.3.2). In these variants we
directly aggregate the vectors into a single output vector.
Evaluation results using FFW TestSet-III are presented in
Tab. 7.
Firstly, the most significant contribution from attention
is observed when encoding the memory output, as denoted
by the highest degradation in performance. Secondly, we
observe a significant impact when generating the image
representation using patch level attention. This verifies our
hypothesis that hierarchical attention is important when ac-
quiring knowledge from stored memories. This is why even
the models with individual attention levels, HMN / α and
HMN / γ, haven’t been able to obtain good performance.
1. We use the implementation provided by the authors and available
at https://github.com/DariusAf/MesoNet
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TABLE 7: Evaluation of the contribution of attention on FFW
TestSet-III, (lower EER is better). Components after the “/”
have been removed from the model.
Ablation Model EER
HMN / β 20.72
HMN / α 23.17
HMN / γ 31.91
HMN / (β + α) 29.33
HMN / (β + γ) 33.44
HMN / (α+ γ) 32.91
HMN / (α+ β + γ) 38.12
HMN 14.12
Thirdly, we observe a substantial contribution from β, which
helps generate a query effectively from the current input.
6.1.2 Importance of the GAN learning Objective
We evaluate the contribution of the GAN learning frame-
work and the contribution from the future face prediction
task when detecting fake faces.
In the first ablation model, HMN/GAN, we removed
the GAN learning objective and trained it using super-
vised learning with a combination of classification loss
and Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the predicted and
ground truth future face semantics. Another ablation model,
HMN/(GAN + η), is added where it removes the future
face prediction task and directly optimises the fake face
classification objective. It should be noted that both of these
models do not utilise GAN learning.
TABLE 8: Evaluation of the contribution of the GAN learn-
ing framework on FFW TestSet-III. We compare the pro-
posed model with two ablation models in terms of EER,
(lower EER is better). Components after the “/” have been
removed from the model.
Ablation Model EER
HMN/(GAN+ η) 43.19
HMN/GAN 41.52
HMN 14.12
From the results reported in Tab. 8 we speculate that the
future face classification task and GAN learning objective
are both equally important. Even though we expect to obtain
better performance in HMN/(GAN + η) without the future
face embedding prediction overhead, this model suffers the
highest degradation in performance. This provides evidence
for our theory that understanding and anticipating future
emotions and interactions about the perceived face helps
detect unrealistic faces.
6.1.3 Importance of Multi-task Learning
In this section we utilise the FaceForensics++ dataset [59]
and evaluate the contribution from the auxiliary task. Using
the model trained on the FaceForensics dataset (Sec. 5.3)
we test the model using the test set of FaceForensics++
dataset’s three fake face classes, Face2Face which the model
has already seen in the training data, and the unseen Deep-
Fake and FaceSwap classes. The results are presented in
Tabs. 9 and 10, respectively. For comparisons we report the
results observed by Nguyen et al. in [38] as well as different
variants of the state-of-the-art NTM framework [15].
We observe that our observations contradict the results
of [38], which found no significant contribution from the
auxiliary task for unseen attack detection and a reduction in
performance from the auxiliary task for the detection of seen
attacks. In contrast we observe a substantial contribution
from the proposed multi-task learning paradigm for both
seen and unseen attacks.
In addition, the comparisons with the state-of-the-art
NTM framework [15] reveal that even when the method
is augmented with the future semantic embedding anticipa-
tion auxiliary task and the GAN learning of the memory em-
beddings, the NTM fails to outperform the proposed HMN
model due to the deficiencies of the memory structure.
However, we observe an increase in the fake face detection
accuracies in the NTM + η and NTM + (GAN + η) ablation
models when the baseline NTM is augmented, highlighting
the contributions of those individual components to our
primary task.
TABLE 9: Evaluation of the contribution of the multi-
task learning on the seen attacks in terms of accuracy on
FaceForensics++ dataset [59], (higher is better). Compo-
nents after the “/” have been removed from the model while
“+” denotes the addition of components.
Ablation Model Accuracy
Nguyen et al. / Auxiliary-task [38] 92.70
Nguyen et al. [38] 92.50
NTM [15] 72.40
NTM+ η 74.15
NTM+ (GAN+ η) 76.81
HMN/(GAN+ η) 83.45
HMN/GAN 85.32
HMN/(α+ β + γ) 88.15
HMN/η 94.12
HMN 99.43
TABLE 10: Evaluation of the contribution of the multi-
task learning on unseen attacks in terms of accuracy on
FaceForensics++ dataset [59], (higher is better). Compo-
nents after the “/” have been removed from the model while
“+” denotes the addition of components.
AccuracyMethod DeepFake FaceSwap
Nguyen et al. / Auxiliary-task [38] 51.21 53.39
Nguyen et al. [38] 52.21 54.07
NTM [15] 50.45 46.35
NTM+ η 53.41 50.12
NTM+ (GAN+ η) 55.89 52.69
HMN/(GAN+ η) 61.78 63.44
HMN/GAN 65.12 67.38
HMN/(α+ β + γ) 70.23 72.78
HMN/η 78.03 80.54
HMN 84.12 86.53
6.1.4 Discussion
Through the results presented in Tabs. 7 - 10 we clearly illus-
trate that the performance gain of our approach is due to our
three novel contributions: the introduction of a joint learn-
ing framework which is inspired by recent neuroscience
findings and predicts future face embeddings as an aux-
iliary task; the novel hierarchical memory structure which
utilises hierarchical attention for memory output generation
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Fig. 5: 2D visualisation of the embedding space for the
proposed HMN (a), and HMN/η ablation model presented
in Tab. 10 (b) for 300 randomly selected images from the real
and DeepFake classes in the FaceForensics++ dataset [59].
and preserves the integrity of the stored embeddings; and
automatic learning of a loss function for the multiple tasks
at hand through the GAN learning framework.
To further demonstrate these merits, we visualise the em-
bedding spaces for the HMN and HMN/η ablation model
presented in Tab. 10. We randomly selected 300 images
from the real and DeepFake classes and extracted memory
outputs rt from Eq. 10 for those inputs. We applied PCA
[71] to plot those embeddings in 2D, which are shown in
Fig. 5
When analysing these plots it is clear that through joint
learning of both tasks the proposed HMN model has been
able to learn a better separation between the real and fake
faces compared to solely learning the single fake face classi-
fication task.
6.2 Quality of the Predicted Future Face Embeddings
In order to understand the quality of the predicted semantic
embeddings we measure the MSE between the predicted
and ground truth embeddings on the FFW TestSet-III. For
comparison we also report the MSE of the ablation model
HMN/GAN introduced in Sec. 6.1.2 and another ablation
model, HMN/y, where it uses GAN learning but only
predicts the future face embeddings.
TABLE 11: The quality of the predicted future face em-
beddings in terms of Mean Squared Error (MSE) on FFW
TestSet-III, (lower EER is better). Components after the “/”
have been removed from the model.
Ablation Model MSE
HMN/GAN 4.367
HMN/y 2.568
HMN 1.975
When comparing the results in Tab. 11 we observe that
more accurate predictions are generated by the proposed
framework and that the GAN learning method has signif-
icantly contributed to alleviating errors in the embedding
predictions. Furthermore, when comparing model HMN/y
with the HMN, it is clear that the fake face classification
objective has also contributed to improving the embedding
prediction accuracy.
6.3 Effect of Memory Length, Number of Patches,
Training Dataset Size and Distance Between Input-
Output Pair
In this experiment, we measure the change in accuracy with
respect to memory length, L, the number of patches, K ,
that are extracted from the input image and the training
dataset size in terms of images. In this experiment we use
the validation split of the FaceForensics dataset [3]. In order
to change the value K we obtain features for different layers
of ResNet, in particular we use the: activation 50 (112×112),
activation 59 (55×55), activation 71 (28×28), activation 85
(14× 14), activation 98 (7× 7) and avg pool (1× 1) layers.
Fig. 6 depicts these evaluations. It is observed that when
adding more data to the memory the accuracy increases
but converges around L = 200. We observe a similar
pattern with patch size, K , where it reaches a peak around
K = 196 (i.e 14 × 14). For comparison we also present
these evaluations for the ablation modelHMN/(α+γ). The
model without attention fails to capture useful information
when the data dimensionality increases, and performance
continues to degrade as more information is added. By
contrast, the proposed approach is able to leverage the
additional data to improve performance. With Fig. 6 (c) we
observe that a minimum of 3000 images are required to train
the proposed framework.
In an additional experiment, using the validation split
of the FaceForensics dataset [3], we measure the fake face
classification accuracy and future embedding prediction
error, in terms of MSE, for different sampling distances (in
terms of frames) between the input-output pairs for the
future frame prediction task. The results are presented in
Fig. 7. We observe that the fake face classification accuracy
as well as the quality of the future predicted embeddings
degrades when the distance between the selected input
output pairs increases. We speculate that the distance should
be a generous size that allows the model learn to predict
the future appearance and expressions of the observed face,
but not too large as it becomes a nearly impossible task to
perform and the facial information becomes uninformative
for classifying the current observed face.
6.4 Hardware and Time Complexity Details
The implementation of the HMN module presented in this
paper is completed using Keras [72] with a Theano [73]
backend. The proposed HMN model does not require any
special hardware such as GPUs to run and has 3M trainable
parameters. We measured the time complexity of the pro-
posed method using the test set of FaceForensics [3]. The
proposed model is capable of generating 1000 predictions
using 1000 (14×14×256) input patches and generates 1000
image classifications and 1000 (14 × 14 × 256) future face
semantic predictions in 4021.2 seconds on a single core of
an Intel Xeon E5-2680 2.50 GHz CPU. It should be noted
that this prediction time includes the time taken to pass
the test images through ResNet for embedding extraction,
which takes 344.6 seconds.
In the same experimental setting, we measured the time
required to generate 1000 predictions for different lengths
of the memory module, L, and different patch numbers,
K . Results are given in Fig. 8. With the memory length
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Fig. 6: Hyper-parameter evaluation: We measure the effect of memory length, L, number of patches,K , and training dataset
size against fake face detection accuracy.
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Fig. 8: Evaluation of runtimes for different memory length,
L (a), and number of patches, K , values (b).
the runtime grows approximately linearly, while with the
number of patches it grows exponentially. This is because
with the addition of each patch the hierarchical encoding
and attention operations are utilised to accommodate the
increasing dimensionality.
6.5 What is Actually Being Activated?
In Fig. 9 we visualise the γ activation values, resulting
from Eq. 10, for the content of the memory for a sample
input. We have overlayed the input level attention β, in
yellow, on input (a brighter intensity corresponds to higher
activations). As L = 200 there exist 200 memory slots which
we denote l1 to l200. For different peaks and valleys in
the memory activation, we also show what input image
embeddings are stored at that particular memory index.
We observe that the HMN provides higher responses for
similar face attribute patterns that the model has seen in
the long-term history. It should be noted that even though
the model hasn’t seen the input image before, it is trying to
anticipate the future behaviour while capturing the underly-
ing semantics such as the movement of the eye brows, nose
and head pose (see peaks between l50 to l150). The HMN
model is measuring how much the current input is similar to
the individual observations stored in memory by comparing
and contrasting the fundamental facial attributes, allowing
it to detect fake faces. This also highlights the importance of
preserving the attributes of individual images separately in
the proposed patch encoding mechanism. If this is not done
(i.e. such as in the TMN) performance drops as the attributes
of different faces are mixed.
In Fig. 10 we analyse the patch level attention α (i.e Eq.
6) given to individual face regions of the face for sample
images. We populate a 2D heat map using the activations.
As K = 14× 14, we upscale the heat map to fit the original
image dimensions. As a result, there is only a rough corre-
spondence. The activation values are shown in yellow and
brighter intensity values correspond to higher activations.
In Fig. 10 we observe that eye, lip and cheek regions have
a high level of attention to measure the image authenticity.
These activation plots verify the importance of capturing
the facial attributes hierarchically, while preserving their
identity and mapping long-term dependencies for accurate
detection of fraudulent and tampered faces; and enabling
transferability among different types of attacks.
7 RELATION TO CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART
We draw theoretical comparisons between the proposed
HMN module and the state-of-the-art Neural Turing Ma-
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Fig. 9: Visualisation of memory activation, γ, when presented with the sample input shown at the top of the figure. For
different peaks and valleys in the memory activation we also visualise what is stored in that particular memory location.
The input level attention β is interpolated and overlayed in yellow on top of the input. Brighter intensity values correspond
to higher activations. Note that we have displayed the input image in grayscale for the clarity of the overlaid activations.
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Fig. 10: Patch level attention, α, (shown in yellow) inter-
polated in 2D for fake (a)-(d) and real (e)-(h) face images.
Brighter intensity values correspond to higher activations.
Note that we have displayed images in grayscale for the
clarity of the overlaid activations.
chine (NTM) [15], Dynamic Memory Networks (DMN) [43]
and Tree Memory Network (TMN) [16] methods.
When comparing with the NTM there exist clear dif-
ferences between the memory output and memory update
procedures. The memory is composed of l slots, let the
current state of the ith memory slot at time instance t− 1 be
denoted by M t−1i and γ denotes the normalised attention
weight vector, then the memory output of the NTM can be
written as,
rt =
∑
i
γiM
t−1
i . (18)
The DMN architecture utilised in [43] extended this
single level attention by manually constructing the element-
wise absolute differences and augmenting the memory rep-
resentation as follows,
µti = [f
t
i ◦ qt;M t−1i ◦ f ti ; |f ti −M t−1i |; |f ti − qt|], (19)
where ◦ denotes an element-wise product and ; represents
concatenation of the vectors. It should be noted that the
authors of [43] consider a visual and textual question an-
swering task where there is a seperate question qt input in
addition to the image input which generates f ti . However,
in the proposed HMN f ti formulates q
t. Similar to the
NTM, the information extracted from the memory module
is composed into a single vector, rt, using a single level of
attention as,
rt =
∑
i
γiµ
t
i. (20)
Comparing these processes with Eq. 4 to 10 it is clear
that the proposed method utilises a hierarchical attention
structure, ranging from the input level, to the patch level
and output level when synthesising the memory output in
contrast to the single level attention of NTM and DMN.
Next we compare the memory update mechanisms be-
tween HMN and NTM models. NTM utilises an erase, et,
and add, at, vectors which contain values ranging between
0 and 1. These are learned by the update controller which
learns what potion of the information in a particular mem-
ory slot to erase and what portion to add.
Let I denote a raw vector of 1s, then the two step
memory update process of NTM can be written as,
M˜ ti = M
t−1
i [I − γtiet], (21)
and
M ti = M˜
t
i + γ
t
ia
t. (22)
The DMN model in [43] updates the memory as,
M t = Relu(W˜ [M t−1; rt; qt]), (23)
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where ; represents concatenation of the vectors and
W˜ is a weight matrix. Once again, these memory update
processes are not optimal when working with faces as it can
partially update the content in a particular memory slot,
which is an embedding of a face, allowing the memory to
store unrealistic face attributes. This can be a combination of
two faces, which is what is usually occurring with the fake
face generation process. Hence, this update procedure con-
tradicts our primary objective of learning natural attributes
of real faces. In contrast, the update procedure in Eq. 11
of the proposed method directly concatenates the encoded
faces to the memory storage. Hence we preserve the identity
of the embeddings. What information should be extracted
and when they should be extracted are controlled via the
proposed hierarchical operations.
Furthermore, we would like to draw comparisons with
the memory output generation procedure of TMN module.
This method utilises structured LSTM (S-LSTM) [74] cells
arranged in a tree to combine and compress the information
stored in memory to an output vector. So the output of the
memory, rt, at time instance t is denoted by,
rt = γtM t−1, (24)
where M t−1 ∈ Rk×2l−1 is the memory matrix that
results from concatenating nodes from the tree top to l =
[1, . . .] depth and k is the dimension of of each embedding.
Even though the hierarchical memory structure demon-
strated more robustness than the flat memory architectures
such as NTM [15] and DMN [43], still this method is not
ideal as it mixes embeddings from different faces through
the hierarchical feature compression process. These cells
combine information from adjacent child nodes and pass a
compressed version to the parent node in the tree structured
memory, again failing to preserve the identity of the embed-
dings. In contrast to this single level attention defined in Eq.
24, the proposed method applies hierarchical attention to
extract the salient information from faces while preserving
the identity of those attributes.
8 CONCLUSION
Motivated by the social perception and social cognition
processes of the human brain, we have presented in this
paper a Hierarchical Memory Network (HMN) architecture
for the detection of fake and fraudulent faces. The main
advantage of this method is the transferability of its learned
representation across different, and most importantly, un-
seen face manipulation methods. By capturing both patch
level and image level semantics, and effectively propagating
the learned knowledge hierarchically through a memory
architecture, the proposed method attains its ability to ac-
curately anticipate the temporal evolution of the observed
face, allowing it to discriminate fake faces from real ones.
Through extensive evaluations, we have demonstrated the
utility of the hierarchical modelling of the stored knowledge
while preserving the identity of those facts, and provide
visual evidence of how the memory retrieves stored facts
while considering how they relate to the current input.
This provides solid evidence about the underlying ability
of the HMN model to synthesise theories about faces and
understand their temporal evolution; abilities which are
fundamental across a number of tasks.
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